PROCEEDING IN A MURDER CASE IN MEXICO
Considers involuntary and voluntary manslaughter

TO MURDER IN MEXICO: IMPUNITY GUARANTEED

Based on the National Code on Criminal Proceedings (last amended
in 2016) and the Amparo Law (last amended on Jan. 19, 2018)

A project by Animal Político

MURDER

1.1.1 Crime scene
1.1.2 Initial creation of the case file

Obtains information

Detectives
coordinate
the team at the
crime scene.
They conduct
interviews with
witnesses, make
a general
description of
the crime scene,
a list of people on
scene, etc.

(crime report)

FORENSICS EXPERT

DETECTIVE

Handles the evidence to
Provides information

Also known as “first responder,” this official is usually
the first on scene, whether in response to a complaint, or
because he came upon the perpetrator committing a crime
(in flagrante delicto). His job is to preserve and protect the
crime scene until the forensics experts arrive and, if the
perpetrator was caught in flagrante, to arrest the suspect.

POLICE OFFICER

Provides information

*Evidence: footprints/
fingerprints, cartridge
shells, weapons, the body,
hair samples, fluids and
other trace evidence, etc.

Delivers report
Delivers report

*The attorneys of both parties may
observe at the crime scene and have full
access to the proceedings through the
end of the trial.

Delivers report

AGENT OF THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR’S OFFICE (MP)

Move evidence

Provides informed conclusions and
processes evidence at the lab to
reconstruct the crime:
- Identification of fingerprints
- Ballistics testing
- Toxicology testing
- Forensic medical service (Semefo)
- Autopsy (cause of death)
- Certificates of injury (in living
persons connected to the crime)
- Gynecological examinations
- Genetics
- Genetic profile
- Genetic identity testing

LAB EXPERT

DETECTIVE
MP makes determination

1. Evidence confirms
line of investigation and
indictment requested
(sentencing).

The defendant (person under investigation for murder) appears
because a bench warrant1 was issued end executed, or through
subpoena (the judge summons the defendant to appear in court).

The initial hearing begins before arraignment judge [the suspect (person
being investigated for the homicide) appears with defense counsel, the MP and
the offended party (the victims’ family) with their attorney appear in court].

The judge rules the
arrest is unlawful.

The initial hearing begins or continues, the rights of the defendant are read
to him and he is told why he is under investigation (formal accusation).

The initial hearing
continues, evidence
presented using rules
of oral judicial system.

The judge determines
The suspect is released

The defendant requests resolution
continues in the same hearing.

Custody decision
resolved until
case renews
(jail, electronic
monitor, passport
confiscated,
regulated check-ins
with judge, etc.).

1. Any investigative activity that might violate human rights of
defendant must be authorized by arraigning judge (frisking,
intercepting private communications, collecting body fluids, etc.)

Suspect will not be bound over for trial.

The suspect is released

*The bench warrant
may be requested after
initial investigation
The defendant requests from 72 to 144 hours for his attorney to
collect evidence and prepare defense and indictment is postponed.

The MP asks judge
to bound suspect
over for trial.

The judge rules the
arrest is legal.

2. File case resolution
3. End the investigation
4. Close the case file (suspect
cleared, or insufficient evidence)
5. Suspend investigation due
to exceptional circumstances
(defendant suffered serious
injury, i.e., falling into a coma,
terminal illness, psychoemotional disorders, etc.)
6. Restitution agreements
(defendant agrees to pay
damages in involuntary
manslaughter cases)

His task in
this stage
consists in
searching
for evidence
supporting
the lines of
investigation.

Create the case file and establish the lines of investigation.

The suspect is indicted after being arrested in flagrante delicto
or because the case is urgent (during first 48 hours).

1.2 Initial hearing
Length: from 1 to 6 days

1. INVESTIGATION

1.1 Initial investigation
Length: indefinite

Obtains information

The forensics experts
process the crime scene
looking for evidence*.
They have to locate,
photograph, label
(numbers are placed on
every piece of evidence),
collect and pack up all
evidence for eventual
analysis.

1.3 Supplemental investigation
Length: maximum of 6 months

Suspect bound over for trial (time limit imposed on ongoing investigation).

The MP further investigates for a maximum of 6 months at
which time the precautionary measures are reconsidered.

Conditional suspension of
proceedings, arraignment
judge works out terms of
restitution or other provisional
terms (attending Alcoholic
Anonymous meetings,
participating in community
programs, learning a trade,
completing his studies, refrain
from driving vehicles, etc.).

Abbreviated procedure: defendant declares
guilt in order to reduce his sentence.

ARRAIGNMENT JUDGE

MP

The arraignment judge renders judgment.

CASE CLOSED

The defendant fails to comply.

The defendant complies.

CASE CLOSED

Length: maximum of 50 days

2. INTERMEDIATE STAGE

Intermediate stage begins.

EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES
The MP submits a formal indictment.
*Formal indictment:
upon completion of
the complementary
investigation term, the
MP has 15 days to submit
a formal charge, i.e., a
document provided to
the defendant outlining
the evidence that
supports the charges.

The MP discovers a reason to halt prosecution proceedings
(death of defendant, innocence clearly established, the MP
does not have sufficient evidence to support accusation,
etc.) or the procedure is suspended (defendant escapes, or
diagnosed with temporary mental disorder, etc.).

CASE CLOSED

The defendant and the injured parties submit list of documented evidence. Evidentiary
disclosure as the 3 parties (MP, defendant and victim) present evidence to be used in hearings
and at trial, all of which is discussed during intermediate hearing with arraignment judge.

The MP does not submit the indictment and the case is transferred to his immediate supervisor.

The supervisor follows up.

The intermediate Stage (trial preparation) begins in front of
arraignment judge [defendant with defense counsel, the MP, and
injured parties (families of the victim) along with their legal counsel].

CASE SUSPENDED

The supervisor does not follow up.
The defendant is released.

*The MP files the indictment by describing his THEORY
OF THE CASE, based on formal accusations and defense
statements on the criminally relevant facts, all supporting
evidence and the legal grounds supporting the theory.

CASE CLOSED

3.1 Oral trial
Length: maximum of 1 year

From intermediate stage to
the beginning of the trial,
60 days may pass.

Oral trial hearing before a court (comprised of three trial judges).
The oral trial begins [the defendant and his defense counsel, the MP, and the
injured parties (families of the victim) attend along with their legal counsel].

ORAL TRIAL JUDGE

1. Presentation of the theory of the case (opening statements)
2. Rendering of evidence (witnesses, expert testimony, statement from the defendant, etc.)
3. Conclusion of presentation to the court (closing statements)
The court renders judgement.

GUILTY

*An appeal is a right that people have against an authority’s action. In the murder
investigation, both the accused and the victim can exercise this right throughout the
process against detention, cautionary measures and/or the sentence.

3.2 Appeals procedures
Length: indefinite

3. JUDICIAL PROCEEDING

The arraignment judge, after ruling on the evidence, sets a date for the oral trial, assigns the case
to a specific court and completes other administrative tasks: the order to proceed to trial is issued.

Innocent

The defendant is released.

Appeal filed by MP, the defendant and/or the victim (optional stage).
Judgement overturned (changed
from guilty to innocent, or vice versa).

A superior court rules on the appeal.
Judgement ratified.

Judgement modified.

Judgement enforced.

Modified judgement enforced.

CASE CLOSED

CASE CLOSED

*As an extraordinary case, if after the Collegiate Court’s resolution
new facts or proofs appear that invalidate the ruling, you can submit a
Recognition of Innocence resource before the Council of the Judiciary or
the Local Court of Justice to call a mistrial and release the accused.

Defendant sentenced.

Amparo filed (like an injunction).
Amparo proceeding denied.

District Court (magistrates) review the case.

Amparo proceeding granted.

Judgement enforced.

Judgement is modified.

CASE CLOSED

CASE CLOSED
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Judgement enforced.
CASE CLOSED

Proceeding
resumes.

Defendant absolved.
Defendant released.
CASE CLOSED
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